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Dutch planespotter Damian
Weideman shows us what

"planespotting" really is like

Where the satrs are born Our Pilot of this month is  First Officer
Roope from Oulu, Finland. Read about

him on page 15

CATCHING A
SPOTTER

LOS ANGELES PILOT OF THE
MONTH

March 2020 By Pit Air



DEAR READER!
Welcome back to WorldWide! 

We took a break in February to make this edition the ebst one yet!

The virtual aviation industry has been very turbulent lately. Many virtual airlines have sadly left us. That includes

our friends at Nordic VA. It’s a hard time for all of us but we keep on improving and making sure we can stay alive.

This April we celebrate one year in the virtual skies. We are thankful for coming this far and with great pilots and

colleagues who work to make this the best VA in the world. We always aim high, and we aim for the best. 

-Gustav cp-CEO and founder of Pit Air Virtual
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A passion for aviation
 

Damian Weideman is a dutch planespotter with 2500 followers on Instagram. Trough the years he has
learned what being a planespotter really means
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It’s on a Friday afternoon we meet Damian

outside Amsterdam, Netherlands.  Serving

Suchi we sit down and start the interview.

Damian is something we call a “plane

spotter”. They go to the airport and  take

pictures of planes taking off and landing.

Explain to us what planespotting is and

why you do it? 

I think it’s photographing and seeing

airplanes. If you are experienced with

aviationFor spotter seeing planes are

amazing. If you re not aviation interested it 

"I think my favorite part is being
together in a community.
Meeting up with many different
spotters. It’s very social and I
like that a lot! "

 

might seem basic. But for us aviators, it’s a whole other

experience. It’s not just about taking pictures, it’s also

about having fun and being social with others. 
How did you find this hobby?

Well as a baby I 2-3yr old was on the beach and I was just

fascinated about the aircraft chemtrails. I was just

obsessed with it. In 2014 my grandparents took me to the

polderbaan and he gave me his camera to take pictures.

We continue with what his favorite part of being a

planespotter is, and the answer is common along the

aviation geeks I have talked to earlier.

"I think my favorite part is being together in a community.

Meeting up with many different spotters. It’s very social,

it’s also about experiencing new and old aircraft. It’s very

fascinating seeing rare planes coming in and out. They

usually gather huge crowds."

Damian has many memories from his

spotting career. But there is one that he

will remember forever."My dad took

me to Toulouse in 2018, it was my first

time in the airbus city. While on

approach into Toulouse there was a

beautiful red-orange sunset that filled

the whole sky. It took my breath.

Before I went to Toulouse I was an all

"Boeing boy", but after I went to

Toulouse this changed. Now I’m

50/Boeing/50 airbus," he smiles.
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Damian reflects on how plane spotters and plane spotting, in

general, has changed in the last 20 years."I think back in the

day I think it was a more closed community. It wasn’t a

competition between each other on who has the best

pictures". He is right. He tells me that having the best pictures

gives you status and that people struggle to find their place. "I

think fewer people cared about their pictures as you were

there to have a good time. They just wanted to see planes and

enjoy it. Sadly now it has become more of a competition. I

also think that there were fewer teens like us who went out as

they had no social media to find people with the same

interest."He continues with his thoughts on what makes a

good spotter."I think everyone could be a planespotter.

Because everyone does it in their own way. Someone uses

their phone and someone uses their camera. As long as you

spot aircraft you are a spotter". So does every spotter fit in

one group no matter what? " Well, a "true spotter" however is

a person who travels a lot around or is at the airport often,

improving their pictures and has a piece of certain

knowledge" He smiles while eating a bite of his Suchi. "But

everyone who takes a picture of a plane is a spotter in my

eyes."

Meet Damian
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PILOT OF THE
MONTH

ROOPE 



ROOPE

Q U I C K  F A C T S

Airport base: ENGM (Oslo Gardermoen, OSL)
Age: 16

Worked for Pit Air:  Almost 7 months 
Flies: A319, 737 and 777

Hours for Pit Air:  53
Favourite destination:  Athens
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Roope is a first officer for Pit Air. He has flown for the
airline for 7 months and visited many destinations.
He was voted pilot of the month by his fellow
colleagues. Read his short interview in the middle of
his turnaround at Oslo Airport.
 
 Hey my name is Roope, I am 16 years old and I live
in Oulu, Finland. I study in a high school and I'm in
my freshman year.
 
-How did you get into aviation?
I got into aviation when I was about six years old. I
got to visit the cockpit of A320 and since then my
goal has been to become a pilot.
 When did you start flight simming?
 
How did you get into flight simming?
I started simming about a year ago when I got my
PC. I joined Pit Air last summer and I have loved it!
The community is GREAT!!
-How did you get into aviation?.
 
 When did you join Pit Air and how would you
describe the airline?
. I joined Pit Air last summer and I have loved it! The
community is GREAT!!
 
 





Route map
Longyearbyen Svalbard ^





Welcome
A321!
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Thank you to everyone who red this
edition of WorldWide magazine! Pit Air
is Euopes fastest growing airline with
over 200 flights a month!
With skilled pilots already flying all
over the world we are looking for even
more. Do you think you are the right
fit? Apply on the home page within
January 1st. Good luck!

 


